
On July 27 2012, I found a youtube video
that showed a cylindrical structure near our
sun. The object is larger than our Earth.
I then found a Crop Circle image similar
to this cylindrical object. I also knew of a
crop image that is similar to what has been
called The Sun Cruiser. I then wondered
to myself why are Crop Images portraying
objects near our Sun? Next I wondered
are there patterns in the Crop Images.

Have you seen the movie “The Men Who
Stare at Goats?” Well I became the woman
who stared at Crop Circles over the next
3 days. What I have discovered is by no
means comprehensive. It is a simple theory
that probably has more meaning that I can
fully grasp. Here is the pattern 5, 6, 7 and
multiples of those numbers. On this page
are examples of 5. The Butterfly is also
similar to DaVinci’s - Vitruvian Man. My
theory on 5: 5 = Human



David Sereda - Captured the sound of the sun
put it into water and this is the frozen water crystal.
There are 6 points, and each inner leg has 2 and 4
columnar like definitions. 1 point has 2 and 4
columnar definitions which is 12 and 24, which are
multiples of 6. Conclusion 6 = Sun



6 or 12 =
SOL/SUN

Sun contains 5, i.e., the
Sun affects Humans
6 circles contain 5 rows in
each circle. Suspend judement
and just continue this journey
with me for a bit more...



Looking for patterns, I found these.
The Crop Image on the left is
obviously the Phoenix - note the
flames on the feathers. It also has
multiples of 6 on the wing feathers
on the inside indentations, and
has 12 wing feathers.

The pattern that I noticed is the
fan like shape connected to a
circle in both of these Crop Images.

This image on the right on the top looks
like a Broadcast Satellite. My other
conclusion is that if patterns can be
figured out - the interpretation to the
Crop Circle images are contained in other
Crop Circle images. I am just making a
note of the patterning. I don’t know what
this means, or if there is any significance
to the similarities. That is for greater minds
that mine to discover. The other shape
that caught my attention are the 6
rectangles. Keep those 6 rectangles
in your mind and be prepared to be
amazed in a bit....



The pattern here is
7 and creatures.
So what is 7?



7

Here 7 Circles are contained with the
larger circle

More
7’s

7 rows in the image above.

Here is what has been bothering
my mind. The news black out
on Nibiru. Now I know why. It
may not be Nibiru that causes
all of the events - it may be the
satellites it carries with it. I see
7 satellites in the image on the
left. This photo was taken by
a woman on an airplane, over
Melbourn, Australia, 5.28.12.

Is the crop image with the
7 rows, a representation of the
position of those satellites?

7 = NIBIRU



I found this image
on the website
Above Top Secret
It says this image
is a polar clock.
I don’t know what
a polar clock is.
ATS says it is the
date Aug 4, 2012
and time of
19:43:53....



This is the image that began
my journey to stare at crop
circles

Shape from the
satellite crop image

Another pattern? They are not exact,
they are representative symbols. I believe
the rectangle within rectangle is an attempt
to show cylindrical dimension. Is the image
on the right showing some type of energy
intake and output from our Sun to this
vehicle? It is clear that there are 2 crop
images with rectangular structures. What
does it mean? I don’t know. What is worth
noting is that there are 2 crop images
possibly indicating a vehicle near our
Sun! So you must ask, why are patterns
of crop images showing us something
to do with our Sun? You also have to ask
why is there no news reports of this
phenomena with our Sun? Are these
crop images asking us to pay more
attention to what is occurring around
our Sun? If so why is it important to
learn of this information?



2 more
crop images
showing
2 different
types of
vehicles
around
our Sun



A 4th Crop image
similarity reflecting a
vehicle near our Sun.
What is going on? It is
clearly important enough
to be in crop images,
then I believe we are
being asked to pay
attention to what is going
on around our Sun

Enlargements of other
types of vehicles around
our sun. The bottom
image vehicle is showing
a shadow reflecting
off of the Sun’s corona?
Is that even possible,
or is the corona some-
thing else entirely?



This image is from a youtube video from March 2012
Clearly we are not being told what is really going
on with our Sun. What is significant about March?
Are we getting help with our Sun?

FYI: A note on Global Warming...Our solar system
entered the photon Belt in 1987, this lasts for 2000
years. The sun has cooled by 25%, because it can
rest a bit while in the Photon Belt. All of our Solar
System Planets have warmed up! How is that possible
if the Sun has cooled by 25%? News blackout again?
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The Title says
“Warning!
Giant UFO
Fleet Arrival...

Why does it
need to be a
warning?

Why not pay
attention and
learn. What, I
don’t know.

Why did this
fleet show up
in March 2012?

Why is there a
news blackout
on this?



Look for Patterns



What is the pattern here?
There are several. Circles,
arrows, movement ???
A friend helped me to
figure out what the arrows
are telling us. They are
a boundary crossing.

In the image on the right
it is an indication of
something with movement
crossing our Solar System
boundary at Uranus. There
are 8 circles between the
arrows and the vehicle.
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Perhaps the
pattern here
is a matter of
perspective of
the origin. Also
vehicle side
view on left,
top down view
bottom image

Pattern similarities here are progressive size of circles,
with curving path, a pointed vehicle front.

origin

origin

My friend pointed out in the image below that perhaps
the lines bordering
the circles is a
wormhole or
protection. 5 circles
are within the
center circle and
2 poles are shown
by the 2 circles
with a tunnel
representation
connecting them,
perhaps they are
earth’s magnetic
poles?



What I think this is about...

The Crop Images are showing us patterns in symbolic
representations.

Crop Images are showing us events with our Sun.

Crop Images are showing us events with our
Solar System.

Crop Images do not comply with the principles of
withholding information from us, such as News
Blackouts on information regarding our Sun and Solar
System. Crop Images are an attempt to share
information with us. Who or whatever is providing this
information to us believes we need to know this
information.

The policy of withholding information from us is
obviously not in agreement with these Crop Image
Makers. They want us to know.

I believe withholding information is criminal. It takes
away your ability to make a sound choice. Obviously
there are agents who do not want us to have unusual
or uncommon information. Why? Why do the Crop
Image Makers want us to have this uncommon
information?

Faith Dominoe,
The Woman who Stared at Crop Circles
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